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Your people will be my people

From the Director

here is a reading from the book of Ruth that is popular
at weddings. Ruth said: “Wherever you go, I will go.

Wherever you live I will live. Your people shall be my people
and your God will be my God. Wherever you die, I will die,
and there will I be buried. We will be together forever and
your love will be a gift of our love.”

Young brides and grooms see these sentences as a statement
of the depth of love they feel for one another and their desire
to be together forever. But romantic as these words sound,
Ruth spoke those words not to her husband to be but to her
mother-in-law, Naomi. 

During a famine in Israel, Naomi and her husband and two
sons moved to Moab where both sons married Moabite
women. Tragically the husband and two sons died and 
Naomi was left a widow with two daughters-in-law, 
Orpah and Ruth. 

In those days there were no social services so widows were
destitute. Naomi to spare her daughters-in-law told them to
return to their Moabite parents. After some pleading Orpah
did but Ruth refused to leave her mother-in-law destitute and
promised “Wherever you go, I will go…..” That was her
beauty, her generous, self-sacrificing love. Ruth and her
mother-in-law soon returned to Bethlehem, Naomi’s home
place. There they were among Bethlehem’s poorest. So Ruth,
along with the other poor women, went each day to the
fields to garner what was left after the harvesters had gone
through the field. It was there that the owner of the field,
Boaz met her and was impressed not only by her beauty but
by her generous, loyal character and she became the great-
grandmother of King David and ancestor of Jesus. 

There is a powerful and important message in this reading for
every bride and groom. Many people feel that the strength of
their love is measured by the intensity of the feeling they have
for one another. But love is seamless. You cannot love just
one person to the exclusion of others. Love that doesn’t
include others but is characterised by passionate exclusivity
eventually turns sour and claustrophobic. For the young
couple the best guarantee of their married love is their
capacity to love others. It is the same for all of us. The real
beauty and guarantee of our love is the same as Ruth’s, our
ability to love those in need and especially the foreigner and
the stranger.

Love is seamless and to exclude some undermines the quality
of all our love. You cannot love just your friends and family,
or fellow Australians or fellow Christians. Real love must reach
out to all, especially disliked and victimised minorities. Today,
when many fear and therefore cannot love and welcome
refugees and still have problems with aboriginal
reconciliation, it is worth meditating on the story of Ruth and
Naomi. It is an ancient story with contemporary relevance, the
story of poverty and forced migration and of generous,
beautiful and true love. “Your people shall be my people.”

Fr Noel Connolly
director@columban.org.au

T
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Love is seamless … You cannot love just your
friends and family, or fellow Australians or
fellow Christians. Real love must reach out to all,
especially disliked and victimised minorities.
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n 1966 St Columbans Missionary
Society had almost 1,000 priests,

the majority of whom were drawn
from Ireland and the minority from the
USA, Britain, New Zealand and
Australia. Today the Society has 450
Columban priests whose average age
continues to rise. Such a drop in
numbers might indicate that the
missionary story is coming to an end
but we believe that a new shape of
the Columban Society is emerging. 

When we visit our men and women
(lay missionaries) ‘in the field’ we
come away feeling inspired and proud
to be Columbans. We are honoured to
be able to recognise and affirm the
witness of those involved in a variety
of ministries in 16 countries.  

An example of this is our mission in
China. Our commitment has not been

easy due to the difficulty of the
Mandarin language, the basic living
conditions, coping with the divisions 
in the local Church and the laws of 
the Chinese State, which prohibit
foreigners from engaging in
unapproved, public religious activity.
However, our men and women give 
us hope just by being on mission in
this challenging situation. 

In 1982 the Society decided to accept
candidates for the missionary
priesthood from our mission countries.
We have had a small but steady flow
of vocations from Korea, the
Philippines, Fiji, Peru and Chile. Prior to
this, our policy in the countries to
which we had been sent on mission
was to direct all vocations to the
priesthood to the local diocesan
seminary.  

Also in 1982 the Columban General
Assembly of our Society reviewed this
policy on the basis that every local
Church was called to be missionary.
Now the presence of local vocations to
the missionary priesthood gives us a
solid local presence. Young men
continue to show interest in joining
our formation programmes in the five
countries mentioned. 

They also bring new life to these
regions by challenging and
encouraging older members to believe
in the new missionary shoots that are
growing in their midst. They let us
know in no uncertain terms that
Columban mission is alive and
changing all the time. China, the
country to which we were originally
sent early in the 20th century, now has
an active recruiting programme.

The Far  East   -    August  20114  

Superior General, Fr Tommy Murphy and Vicar General, Fr Trevor Trotter
share their thoughts on the future of Columban Missionary Society. 

Pilgrims for Christ   TOMMY MURPHY AND TREVOR TROTTER 

The Columban General Council in Hong Kong, (L-R) Frs John Burger, Eamon Sheridan, Ms DawnRosa Chui (secretary to Council),
Tommy Murphy and Trevor Trotter.
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We have a Columban Lay Missionary
Programme which has gone from
strength to strength, thanks to a
steady supply of good candidates and
an increase in the number of ‘long
term’ (serving more than six years) lay
missionaries. We now have 70 lay
missionaries, 20 of whom are long
term.  

Young women with professional
qualifications make up the bulk of the
lay missionaries who, by their
presence and contribution to mission,
put new life into ageing but still
active Columban groups. One
advantage for Lay Missionaries is that
they can work where priests cannot.
An example of this is two lay
missionaries working in Myanmar
(where we are unable to establish 
a structured Columban presence)
working on contract with the bishop
of Banmaw.  

We have developed Mission Centres
in several countries, Korea, Chile and
Peru. They highlight a new way of
contributing to the Church’s mission

in the countries in which we work.
The primary purpose of these centres
is to search for practical ways of
fostering the missionary vocation of
local churches. Our missionaries in
the Philippines are planning to
establish another Centre in Manila. 

In acknowledgment of the Pacific-rim
origin of our seminarians, our new
Columbans and Lay Missionaries, the
Columban General Council moved its
base to Hong Kong from Ireland in
2008.

Our leadership recognises the
importance of acknowledging and
supporting this new reality, which has
been emerging over the last two
decades.

Recently we led 36 young Columbans
on a three week pilgrimage following
in the footsteps of our patron, St
Columban, an Irish monk who was a
leader in the re-evangelisation of
Europe nearly 1,500 years ago. That
time of prayer, discovery and sharing
touched us deeply, motivating a
renewed commitment to Columban
mission.

It would be easy to slip into the
mentality that we are doing our
“thing” and so forget the basic truth
of our Christian faith that we are
engaged in God’s work. Continuously
letting God into our lives through
prayer is the standard way of
ensuring that we walk our path with
God. 

Superior General, Fr Tommy Murphy
and Vicar General, Fr Trevor Trotter
are on the General Council in Hong
Kong.
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In acknowledgement of the
Pacific–rim origin of our
seminarians, our new
Columbans and lay Missionaries
the Columban General Council
moved its base to Hong Kong
from Ireland in 2008.

Columban pilgrims in the foreground of the town of Bobbio where St Columban is buried.
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Choose horse or engine 
HUGH MacMAHON  

ome say that this is the best of
times to be a missionary and

others say that mission is finished -
both are right. Diminishing vocations
and less need for traditional
apostolates indicate that mission, as
we knew it is finished. But there is a
new buzz in mission circles about the
energizing possibilities being opened
for the whole Church by a wider
understanding of the missionary task.

Vatican II gave notice of this new
vision but it took time for the

emerging ideas to be clarified and
prioritized. Fortunately, we now have
books like Francis Oborji’s Concepts of
Mission to help steer us though the
various dimensions identified:
proclamation, dialogue, human
liberation, inculturation and service of
God’s reign. Oborji is credible because
he is both open-minded and professor
of missiology at the Pontifical Urban
University.

One of his insights is that “North
Atlantic theology is liveliest today

where it is fertilized by the writing and
developments of the global South…
We are a world Church in the midst of
a world Christian movement.”

This is a key theme of Fr Stephen
Bevan SVD of CTU, Chicago. In
Constants in Context, which he co-
authored with his colleague Fr Roger
Schroeder, they see mission as “Taking
the church beyond itself into history,
into cultures, into people’s lives,
beckoning it constantly to ‘cross
frontiers’.”

We are a world Church in the midst of a world Christian movement.

Fr Kevin O’Neill with the first two Chinese Columban seminarians, Joseph Li Jiangang (left) and John Wang Zongshe (right).

S
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Catholic and Protestant writers alike
are reminding us that the Western
Church can be revitalized only by
looking outside itself and recognizing
that it is a part of the world Church,
not the whole of it. 

The Western form of Christianity with
which we are familiar today is a
departure from the practices of the
first millennium. Only in the 1500s
were the last tribes of Europe
converted and the Church associated
with Europe.

Earlier the Eastern Churches (like the
Syrian) were larger and showed
greater diversity by presenting
themselves in the languages and forms
of the cultures they encountered. It
was only after they were virtually
wiped out by Islam that variety
diminished and the predominance 
of the Roman Church, especially its
liturgies and theologies, became a
reality.

If you wish to find out more on how
this happened, read Philip Jenkin’s The
Lost History of Christianity. Another
influential writer who reminds us of
what it means to be a universal
Church is Lamin Sannah. He was
reared in the Islamic tradition in
Gambia, became a Catholic and is
Professor of Mission and World
Christianity at Yale University.

His message is that Christianity does
not belong to any one culture and will
never spread as long as it is tied to
Westernization. He draws lessons from
the Islamic interaction with Christianity
in Africa, the contribution of
charismatic Christians, the African

rejection of colonial versions of
Christianity and recent events in a very
nationalistic China.

In Latin America, liberation
theologians sought to take up the
dialogue by bringing the message into
the lives of the people and in doing so
they encountered the striking vitality of
folk religion.

As Andrew Walls in his The Missionary
Movement in Christian History says,
“What is changing is not the task, but
the means and mode.”He shows that
cross-cultural transmission is integral
to Christian faith; it not only spreads
the Good News to others but the
interaction enriches the Universal
Church by revealing the meaning and
significance of Christ in ways that were
never guessed before.

Most older missionaries were not
trained for the challenges of mutual
enrichment through mission but they
have picked up much relevant
experience along the way.

Younger missionaries have more
opportunities to avail of the relevant
new scholarship. Providentially there is
now no shortage of resources to help
us clarify our task and re-equip
ourselves for it. 

Finally, for those wishing to
understand the world in which we live,
the works on secularization by
philosopher Charles Taylor provide
valuable insights. 

Taylor traces the historical break away
of secular society from the ancient
sacred world view to the extent that
Western secular society now rejects the
relevance and values of religion.
However, he insists that religion has 
a key role to play in society if it can
accept and adapt to the new reality.

The reason I have quoted from so
many books is not only to share what 
I myself have been reading but also
indicate another reason why it is so
exciting to be involved in mission

today. We now have available books,
recordings, lectures and seminars on
the questions about which we always
needed to know more. With the click
of a keyboard, even Google will
provide useful information.

There was a moment in human history
when transport changed from horses
to engines. However, there were those
who believed that this happened only
because there were not enough
horses. We are at such a moment. 

Hugh MacMahon is presently in China.
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Fr Hugh MacMahon.

Christianity does not belong
to any one culture and will
never spread as long as it is
tied to Westernization. 
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had the privilege of travelling 
to China as a Columban lay

missionary with two other lay mission
companions. We were in the
Columban Central Leadership Team for
lay missionaries at the time and visited
China for 10 days. We had a mission
on this trip, but at the same time 
we had a taste of the experiences 
and feelings our founder Bishop
Edward Galvin had when he first 
went to China. 

It was thrilling for me to set foot on
Chinese soil when we arrived in
Wuhan. The people, the language and
the food were so different. We met 
a few Columban priests teaching in
the area and three of our Columban
seminarians were studying Chinese
language.  

We visited Pablo and his Dad. Pablo
was a painter and his Dad was an
elderly man bedridden with illness.
Pablo served us tea and Andrea
explained to them that I was visiting.
In such simplicity and humble settings
I felt warmness and faith present with
this family.  

On the next day we went with Fr Dan
Troy to visit his students studying
English in Hanyang. They were young
sisters of the local Order founded by
Bishop Galvin and they were so
enthusiastic to see us and we were
enthusiastic too. 

Later, we visited the Cathedral built by
our founder Bishop Galvin. I was
touched by the simplicity of the
building and all I thought of was this
is where Columban Mission began,
and of course there was the statue of
St Columban. It was a privilege to
trace our roots back to China.

Before we left Wuhan we visited a
local parish where the Columbans
once worked. The experience was one
of the many highlights of our journey. 

We were met by a priest who took us
into one of the Underground
churches. I have always imagined the
Underground churches as being
underground. Only by visiting the
church made me understand. I could
see how it was hidden within a few
buildings in an alley. When entering
you wouldn’t imagine there was a
church built inside. It’s only when you
entered, that you saw the church
courtyard and the buildings within the
premises. 

Being in China and crossing the
famous Han River mentioned by
Bishop Galvin in his biography The Red
Lacquered Gate, I greatly felt God’s
presence to be in this immense and so
different culture and peoples.

Visenia Navelinikoro is the Editor of
Kaulotu magazine for Fiji. 

Journey to China         VISENIA NAVELINIKORO     

I have always imagined the
Underground churches as
being underground. Only by
visiting the church made me
understand. I could see how it
was hidden within a few
buildings in an alley. 

A Fijian lay missionary visits China where Columban Mission started.

CHINA

Pablo and his father at their apartment with Visenia.
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aking a budget is about trying to ensure that you
can do the things you want/need to do with the

resources that are available. For the Columbans as we make
our annual budget at this time of year we are aware that
spreading the Gospel is a task that is growing in complexity
and a challenge while our resources, funds and personnel,
are diminishing despite the continued generosity and
commitment to mission of our existing benefactors.      

When the Columbans set up the mission office in Lower
Hutt in 1943 the task was to continue to provide the society
with finances and personnel for mission. To be successful in
both of these areas it also needed to communicate a vision
of mission that would capture the imagination and hearts of
people. 

Judging by the long term and generous support we have
received from our benefactors and a total of 51 New
Zealand born Columbans the early ground work was
superbly done. Now in 2011 we are still raising funds but
the last Columban ordinations here were in 1987 - 
Fr Leo Schumacher (Japan) and Fr Pat McMullan (Korea). 
This situation along with doing the budget causes me 
to take particular notice of some of the points made 
by John L. Allen in his book “The Future Church”.  

When we look at the Church worldwide we find that the
majority of the world’s Catholics now live in Africa, Asia and
South America, what he calls “The South.” Here the church
continues to grow and vocations to flourish. In parts of
Africa the big issue is how to manage all the students that
want to enter the seminary. A related issue mentioned by
Allen is that many of these students once ordained are
moving to the North to fill gaps caused by the lack of
vocations there. This runs contrary to good budgeting
principles which say you should direct your resources to
where the greatest need exists. That is still in the South
which has two-thirds of the Catholic population but just one
third of its priests.  

One of the more interesting points he makes is that “the
more a church is seen as local the greater it’s potential for

long term growth”. In China a major issue and stumbling
block for the church is that it was seen as a Western import. 

By contrast the Catholic Church in Korea began with local
lay people and this is named by Kirsteen Kim in her book,
“The Holy Spirit in the World” as a significant factor in its
growth. When the French Missionary Fr Petitjean arrived in
Nagasaki, Japan, in 1860 he discovered a group of Catholics
who had survived a 200 year period of persecution and
isolation without a priest. They had maintained the faith and
passed it on from generation to generation. 

Built on this local foundation the Catholic community in
Nagasaki thrived in the years that followed. This community,
having survived persecution and isolation, saw half of its
population killed when the atomic bomb was dropped over
their Cathedral on August 9, 1945.

So is the bottom line here that the day of the foreign
missionary is over? Not at this point but circumstances have
certainly changed. What was once a one way process with
the North sending personnel and funds and the South
receiving them has now become a process of mutual
exchange between local churches. The funds and personnel
that we send are still helpful to churches as they transition
from being heavily dependent on overseas personnel and
funds to becoming increasingly self-governing, self-
nurturing, self-sustaining and missionary. As this happens
the long term prospects for growth should be good to
judge by Allen’s comment. 

However, I am left wondering why this seems to be true of
the South but not so true of the North?

Fr Patrick O'Shea lives at St Columbans Lower Hutt, New
Zealand.

The bottom
line of mission 

PATRICK O’SHEA     

REFLECTION

M

The Catholic Church is growing in
strength in the Southern hemisphere.

So is the bottom line here that the day of the
foreign missionary is over? Not at this point but
circumstances have certainly changed.

Photo: iStockphoto.com
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reely, you have received, freely
give. Go in my name and

because you believe, others will know
that I live.”

This hymn along with the awareness
that we are called “to act justly, love
tenderly and walk humbly with our
God” has inspired me down through
all the years. When I went to Pakistan,
after having been on mission in Korea
for over 20 years, some of my friends
were celebrating their early retirement! 

Many thought that I was mad to be
beginning at the bottom again, to
face the challenge of learning yet
another language and culture, this
time in a country where Islam was the
dominant faith. Yet, to me, it was
simply a matter of following my heart
and our missionary call that invites us
to enter into a ‘dialogue of life’ with
people of other cultures and faiths.

Yes, there is the searing heat to
contend with in Pakistan where winter

temperatures average 20 degrees
Celsius (68 degrees Fahrenheit) and
summer 50 degrees Celsius (122
degrees Fahrenheit). The food is hot
and spicy. The poverty is stark, and the
needs are great. In addition, three
months of language study left me
confused and inarticulate. My early
utterings and mutterings required a
high degree of intuitive interpretation
on the part of any listener, while many
found my signs and gestures far more
intelligible!

Missionaries have personal experience
of what it is like to be a stranger in a
land where often our physical features
and mannerisms mark us as different.
Standing in the queue in Immigration,
I found myself in the line for ALIENS!
It is not a comfortable feeling to be on
the outside. What changes this
perception is the experience of being
welcomed and included which often
happens through the warmth of
unexpected gestures of acceptance
and friendship, such as a smile, a
handshake or an offer to help.

In Pakistan, like in Ireland, hospitality
centres on a cup of tea or chai as it is
called in Urdu. The leaves and water
are boiled together, a large quantity of
sugar and a good drop of milk are
added and the boiling process
continues until the right colour and
flavour is achieved. 

It's in the waiting for the tea to be
made, and in the drinking of it, that
so much of life is shared and questions
raised and answered. “Why have you
come? Where is your husband? How

        

I heard You calling…       SR ROBERTA RYAN  
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Sr Roberta Ryan follows the Missionary Call.

When people hear that Sisters
don't marry, they are
flabbergasted for in the Muslim
way of life it is the purpose of
women to bear children. The
dialogue has only just begun…

“F
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many children have you raised?” When
people hear that Sisters don't marry,
they are flabbergasted for in the
Muslim way of life it is the purpose of
women to bear children. The dialogue
has only just begun…

Sitting with both Christian and Muslim
women in moments of deep joy at a
wedding or a birth, or in the sadness
of an illness or death, have been
privileged moments of grace. God uses
both the happy and the painful
experiences in life to crack the
protective shells we wrap around
ourselves and to break through the
barriers that divide us.

Except in the most modern cities,
Muslim women keep a low profile and
are rarely seen in public. When they do
venture out they are usually covered in
a burkah, a head to foot mantle and
veil. Few women work in restaurants,
shops or the civil service. The men also
go to the market to shop for
vegetables and daily family needs.

Christians and other minorities often
find themselves on the fringes of
society because of poverty and social

discrimination.
They value the
presence and active
support of
missionaries who
work on their
behalf and for the
common good of
the wider
community.

I am often asked
by those at home,
“What is the point
of going to
Pakistan when 97%
of its 140 million
people are Muslim
and the Christian
community is so small?” I believe the
need for dialogue with non-Christians
becomes more evident when we
reflect on the fears and prejudices that
have been compounded by such
events as 9/11 in New York, 7/7 in
London and the situation today in the
Middle East, Afghanistan and Iraq. 

Dialogue is a way to build bridges so
that we can move forward in hope. In

welcoming Christ in the stranger, I am
drawn ever deeper into the heart of
God, the Maker of us all.

Columban Sr Roberta Ryan lives and
works in Pakistan. The Sisters still are
dealing with the after effects of the
recent flooding in Pakistan. 

PAKISTAN

Donkeys are a common mode of transport in Pakistan.

Columban Sr Roberta Ryan has a good rapport with Pakistani
women.
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’ve always loved to dance. As a teenager and even later
I’d often return from a night out partying with my

friends when others in my house were getting up. I think
that may have worried my Dad a little but he let me be.

I am from the Philippines and when I finished high school I
went to college and qualified as a high school teacher. I liked
teaching and did my job well. 

A friend began to talk to me about being a lay missionary,
which was the furthest thing from my mind. I think she
wanted someone she knew to go with her.

My friend’s urging probably got me wondering whether
there might be more to life than what I was living. I decided
to look into the lay missionary idea. I was pessimistic about
my chances of making the grade but I kept advancing
through interviews and discernment exercises until I ended
up in the overseas mission orientation program. 

I was assigned to the Columban mission in Taiwan and
dreamt of doing all kinds of good things with the people,
but even after a year of fulltime Chinese language study I felt

so helpless. The accent of the people in the hills where I
went to work is different from that of my language teacher.
Also, my teacher spoke slowly and distinctly. All I could do
was clean the church and visit people but I, the party-going
extrovert, could not converse.

My teacher encouraged me to talk and keep talking until I
got through the barrier. She urged me to go back to being
like a small child. Luckily for me the people were patient and
understanding, but corrected me when I make a mistake.
Being a ‘little child’ lasted for about six months and it was a
humbling experience.

I had never done any farm work, still I offered to help in the
fields and the job we were doing was covering the fruit
(persimmon) with bags to protect it from bugs. When I
covered 500 on my first day of work they told me that was
pretty good for a first day on the job. Later I helped with the
harvest. I accepted no payment for my work but they gave
me lots of fruit. I learnt so much from that experience and
felt that it allowed me to draw closer to the village people.

We began the day with an energy drink, laced with a wee
drop of alcohol, something like Red Bull. As we worked we
chatted, joked and sang. We lunched together in the field,
rested in the shade of a tree and then worked again until
dusk. All this gave me a new appreciation of nature; I’d
grown up with it in the Philippines but had never really seen
or felt it. I had a feeling of peace as I sat and, for the first
time, really looked.

        

I want my homily to be personal and funny as 
I don’t want them to go to sleep… One time 
I was able to talk about my mother’s death 
(she died when I was 17) and I know it was
very moving.
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Dancing with joy              VIDA HEQUILAN   
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An essential part of my mission is to collaborate with the
parish priest in parish ministry. Our parish priest Columban Fr
Larry Barnett (from New Zealand), attends eight communities
so he asked me to help with a number of things, the most
challenging of which is leading the Sunday worship in a
number of communities each weekend on a rotation system.

I feel privileged to lead the Communion service even though
I never did anything like this in the Philippines. It is a
humbling experience to share about God, even more so
when I have to preach in my simple Chinese. I prepare well
and write everything in Chinese characters. I try to relate the
Word of God to our experience of life and if I can make
them laugh that helps too. 

I want my homily to be personal and funny as I don’t want
them to go to sleep. It feels great to get positive feedback
about my homily as I do feel inadequate. One time I was
able to talk about my mother’s death (she died when I was
17) and I know it was very moving.

Then there is the dancing. When I left the Philippines, I could
not have imagined that I would be dancing in church halls
and on basketball courts with the wives and children of
Taiwanese farmers, and then with the farmers themselves. 

I began teaching some dances for a Christmas gathering of
the whole parish. Women of the neighbouring Presbyterian
community then asked me to teach them. Then one of the
men asked me to teach the men. 

This year I am teaching Christmas dances to people from
three villages. If being a Christian is taking on life with joy
then dancing has to be the way to go.

Vida Hequilan is a Lay Missionary in Taiwan.
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Vida leads the communion service in one of the parish’s chapels.

Vida teaches children the sign of the Cross.
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was a Columban seminarian
studying in Chicago when I was

asked to go to Taiwan for two years.
The purpose of this overseas
assignment was for me to live and
work side by side with experienced
Columban missionaries, learn one of
the local languages (Chinese
Mandarin), get to know the Taiwanese
people, and learn about their life and
faith.  

Since Taiwan is close to Mainland
China, I was also able to visit there 
for two weeks and meet the small
number of Columban missionaries
who live in China.

I visited Hanyang where the founder
of the Columbans, Bishop Edward
Galvin, and several of his missionary
companions lived when they first
arrived in China more than 90 years
ago.

I learned that when the Communists
came to power, all Christian

missionaries - including Columban
priests - were expelled. The local
Christians suffered from persecution
but despite difficulties and hardships,
they endured. When I met some of
the Catholics I was struck by their
deep faith and perseverance in their
commitment to the Church.

My encounter with these hope-filled
people opened my eyes to the work of
the Holy Spirit as I learned how, for
several decades, they continued to live
out their faith without the support of
priests, catechists or churches. 

My visit to the city of Wuhan where
Columban Fr Dan Troy lives helped me
to appreciate how interesting and
challenging this can be.

One Saturday afternoon Fr Dan invited
me to go with him to a park to meet
some people he knew.

We arrived at the park first; I spotted 
a group of about six people who were
still some distance away but clearly
heading in our direction. I realized
that I knew one of them, a lady whom
I had met the previous evening at a
small celebration at Fr Dan’s home.

When I told Fr Dan that I had
recognized her, he told me to pretend
not to know her, and to greet her as 
if I was meeting her for the first time - 
I began to feel uncomfortable and
awkward. 

The advice of another Columban
missionary, Fr Rex, flashed across my
mind, “Keep a low profile and never
assume that you know what is going
on.” Fr Dan made it clear to me that
on no condition was I to mention the
party of the previous evening. When
the group finally came up to us we
greeted them and enjoyed chatting
with them for an hour or so. Then we
said our goodbyes. 

Later that week I came to learn that 
Fr Dan has to tread carefully when

meeting people. It's important
therefore that Fr Dan maintains a low
profile, and that his Catholic friends
do likewise, in order to avoid raising
the suspicion of the public authorities. 

When I reflect on Fr Dan’s missionary
life I realize how difficult it is to live in
another country and befriend - almost
in secret - its people. Despite being a
priest, he has no church, no Sunday
congregation, no catechism classes,
and no Bible study groups. He
believes, however, that all the people
he encounters are his congregation,
and that the only way that they might
ever know the Bible will be through
the Christian life he shows them.

After my travels around China, one of
my Columban companions back in
Taiwan asked me: “Will you be
enthusiastic to go to China as a
missionary-priest if our Columban
Superior requests you to do so?” 
I didn’t know how to respond to this
question so I didn't say anything.
However, I did think to myself, “What
a test of faith and hope that request
would be!” 

Fijian Columban seminarian 
Taaremon Matauea is studying at the 
St Columbans International Theologate 
in Chicago, USA.

Fanning the flames TAAREMON MATAUEA   

A Columban seminarian visits Hanyang, China,
90 years after Bishop Galvin.

Taaremon Matauea enjoys a bowl of
yaqona.

Despite being a priest, he has
no church, no Sunday
congregation, no catechism
classes, and no Bible study
groups. He believes, however,
that all the people he
encounters are children of
God – his congregation…
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Mission World

Extreme poverty leads to
human trafficking and
the selling of children to
compensate for the
debts 
Lahore (FIDES) - Despite laws
prohibiting it, forced labor to pay
debts is common in Pakistan. A
report by the U.S. Government in
2009 describes the Asian country as
a source, transit and destination of
the traffic of men, women and
children into forced labor and sexual
exploitation. The main aspect of
human trafficking in Pakistan is that
of forced labor mainly in the
provinces of Sindh and Punjab.

People work in brick kilns, carpet-
making, agriculture, fisheries,
mining, leather tanning, and the
production of glass bangles.
According to the report, the
estimates of victims of forced labor
vary, but along with those of forced
marriages and women who are
traded to settle disputes among
tribal groups or as a means of
payment, are likely to exceed
1,000,000.

In a study in 2003, the NGO
Pakistan Institute of Labour
Education and Research, based in
Karachi, reported that more than
500,000 were forced to work in

brick kilns. The Pakistani National
Coalition Against Bonded Labour,
composed of a group of local NGOs,
describes the phenomenon as "one
of the last known forms of
contemporary slavery responsible for
this condition experienced by
millions of people around the
world". Apart from paying the debt,
parents are selling, or looking to sell
their children for other reasons. In
the town of Vehari, in southern
Punjab, women whose husbands
were drug addicts were seen in the
streets trying to sell their children
because they were not able to feed
them.

In a recent report, the Asian
Development Bank has highlighted
the fact that since the beginning of
2011, the cost of food has increased
by 10% reducing 6.94 million
Pakistanis to poverty. The prices are
too high; the wheat has increased by
10% and rice by 13.1%, and people
cannot afford to provide their
children even just one meal a day. In
Quetta, capital of Balochistan
province, two parents have sold a
child for a bag of wheat flour.
According to a member of the
district of Vehari a strategy to create
a social safety net for the poor,
creating employment and controlling
inflation is of fundamental
importance.

Mission Intention for August
That Christians of the West, docile to the action of the Holy Spirit, may re-encounter the freshness
and enthusiasm of their faith.

We ask your prayers: The prayers of our readers are requested for
the repose of the souls of friends and benefactors of St Columbans who
died recently: also for the spiritual and the temporal welfare of all our
readers, their families and friends.
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Pakistani boy working in a brick kiln.
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Caritas is in the war zone  
Banmaw (FIDES) - Caritas is the only
organization working on the ground to help
more than 20,000 refugees in northern
Myanmar, scarred by civil war between the
Burmese Army and rebels of the Kachin
Independent Army. Other humanitarian
organizations cannot operate in the area
while fighting is still going on.

In addition to the Diocese of Myitkyina,
which covers almost the entire territory of
the Kachin State, the Diocese of Banmaw is
affected by the conflict. 

Many of the local Caritas volunteers, mostly
young religious women and priests are
risking their lives assisting these refugees.

Local sources report that the Burmese army
could also launch an offensive against ethnic
Karen rebels. The stability and development
promised by the new government of Thein
Sein seems far from reality.

If the government does not come to terms
with ethnic minorities, the country could sink
into a civil war, with severe consequences for
the whole nation. 

have clear memories as a child of a young Dutchman
fixing our car in the pouring rain in Brisbane. He was a

newly-arrived immigrant whose kindness saved us a great deal
of discomfort. Even then people were not happy about certain
ethnic groups coming to ANZ.

I also remember two young overseas Chinese students who
shared Christmas with us one year. It was a disaster because
they drank too much beer and they didn’t enjoy our fabulous
Australian Christmas dinner. My mother was offended. It was
hard to believe that they were not keen on trifle either. They
apologised later and explained that they were not used to beer,
the food was strange and they did not like it; also, they were
homesick. As I reflect on those events I can see that it was
important for us to understand what was happening culturally
to them.

My father befriended people from other countries and brought
them home where they were introduced into an ordinary
Australian family and made to feel welcome in our country.

A constant theme in the Bible is the admonition to welcome
‘the stranger’ because, I believe, the inclination deeply
imbedded in us is to be afraid of strangers. The Church today
urges us to welcome people from other lands. 

Could a fundamental part of our vocation as Catholic people be
to welcome those making a new beginning here? Pope John
Paul II urged us in the strongest terms not to be afraid of
anything or anyone.

TFE@columban.org.au

Editorial

How shall we act?
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large number of people visited Sydney’s Lakemba
mosque on their recent Open Day, I was among

them. People of various ethnic backgrounds poured into the
mosque to meet Muslims face to face and to find out for
themselves something about the faith and practices of
Australian Islam.

The guide in my small group was a fervent, practising
Muslim, proud of his religion, and, like many Australian
Muslims I have met, sad and a little angry at the “bad press”
a small percentage of their population have given them both
here and overseas.

The variety of people who turned up reflected the diversity
of Australia’s population today and those in the group 

I joined seemed to have important questions which went
beyond mere curiosity in a different religion.

Greg Sheridan published an article in “The Australian” on
April 2, 2011 titled “How I Lost Faith in Multiculturalism”. 
He described many good things about Australia’s diversity of
cultures and the behaviour of most Muslims but admitted to
a “crisis of faith” in multiculturalism after moving to
Belmore, a suburb next to Lakemba: 

“Three dynamics interacted in a noxious fashion: the 
growth of a macho, misogynist culture among young men
that often found expression in extremely violent crime; 
a pervasive atmosphere of anti-social behaviour in the
streets; and the simultaneous growth of Islamist extremism
and jihadi culture.”

On March 23, 2011 in an article in the Sydney Morning
Herald titled “Anti-Muslim Tub-Thumping Helps Extremists”,
Rachel Woodlock referred to the futility some Muslims
experience when faced with fear-mongering as “blocked
progress”, adding: “That is, while most Muslims can buttress
themselves against prejudice, seeking support through
various sources of well-being, a minority will seek mal-
adapted solutions. Some turn to gangs and criminality; 
a small number will join militant religious groups that
provide them with a sense of connection and identity.”

She finished on an optimistic note “The good news is that
we can cut the oxygen that fuels the flames of their
fanaticism by actively countering anti-Muslim paranoia. It
has been argued that fundamentalist religious groups lose
their ability to competitively peddle their wares in societies in
which there is religious freedom and the state ensures social
services are provided to all - this means facilitating the
settlement and integration of Islam and Muslims in
Australian society. 

It is precisely because Islam is not inherently violent, as is
demonstrated by the productive and peaceful lives that the
vast majority of Australia's 340,000 Muslims pursue, that
permitting them to build and maintain the infrastructure of
their communities - mosques, schools and businesses -

We share a common fate
BRIAN VALE      
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Fr Brian Vale believes that inter-faith dialogue is essential to life.

“Even when we do not share a common faith,
we share a common fate, and our single
destiny must strengthen our bonds of concern,
compassion and caring for each other…

A
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alongside other religious and secular groups, will provide
protection against violent extremism.”

It seems to me that a large portion of multicultural
Australian society has already built firm foundations of
good will and acquired various skills as they weave
relations of friendship and dialogue with people of other
cultures and faiths over many years. 

As in any relationship, there are moments of growth and
regression. We can become tired, more tentative or even
acquire feelings of despair when only “bad news” is
featured in the media. It is timely to remind ourselves
that the weaving of relationships has always required
effort and will require ongoing effort to keep developing
our cross-cultural skills. Relating across the boundaries
between cultures and faiths is not a “natural” human
phenomenon and we can sometimes have a “crisis 
of faith”. 

We need to plan encounters and create opportunities to
reach out to people of other religions and cultures.

We are learning to accept that we all live in one world.
Writing about human interdependence, in an article
entitled “Right of Reply: Jewish-Muslim dialogue Works”,
published in the Jerusalem Post on 21 March, Marc
Schneier stated:

“Even when we do not share a common faith, we 
share a common fate, and our single destiny must
strengthen our bonds of concern, compassion and 
caring for each other.”

I am glad I attended the Open Day at Lakemba Mosque.
The Muslims I spoke to were friendly, courteous and
willing to engage in discussion. The young man who
guided our group was a little defensive about his faith 
at times, but the warmth with which he spoke of his
faith and the strength of his commitment touched me
and encouraged me to speak more openly about my 
own faith as a Christian. Open Day at the mosque
reminded me of the value of keeping “open” to people
of other faiths.

Fr Brian Vale works in Christian-Muslim relations at the
Columban Mission Institute in Strathfield, NSW.  

AUSTRALIA

Columban Mission Institute brochure.

To Find out more about the work of Columbans and
interfaith dialogue go to www.columban.org.au/
our-works/columban-mission-institute/
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graduated from engineering
school in 1966, the year the

Cultural Revolution began. The
government began to close down
schools, universities and come down
more heavily than previously on
religious practice of whatever kind 
in China. 

I had been brought up a Catholic and
as a child went to church regularly and
said my prayers from our prayer book.
I had registered as a Catholic at my
high school but in my graduation
papers that item did not appear, an

omission which permitted me to get
into engineering school. After
graduation I was able to get a good
job. I was lucky to finish just before
the engineering school was closed.

I remained a Catholic in my heart but
did not have a chance to go to church
for years. I did not say my prayers as I
did not have my prayer book. The
Cultural Revolution cut me off totally
from the practice of my Catholic faith,
I was lucky I did not suffer, nor did my
family. In those years, religion was a
private matter between God and me.

The man I married, Li Zhendong, is
also an engineer but he is not a
Catholic nor did he find out that I was
a Catholic for 20 years after we were
married; it was never a matter of
conversation. 

It never occurred to me to talk to him
about my religious faith. In those
times no one talked about their
religious beliefs because neighbours
were encouraged to report on those
who showed signs of such retrograde,
unpatriotic tendencies. However, 
I know he supports me in my religious

A woman engineer keeps her Catholic faith under duress.

Faith under wraps          JIA XIUQIN  
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Jia Xiuqin and her husband Li Zhendong.

I
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CHINA

commitment and he helps me improve
the text of articles I write for the main
Catholic newspaper in China; he has a
great mastery of our language
something which I think our daughter
has inherited from him.

In those difficult years from the mid-
1950s onwards all the priests and
sisters scattered or were jailed and 
the churches were closed and taken
over for other activities. The organised
churches were effectively wiped out.
The only sign of religious practice 
in those times was a family praying
quietly at home at night or a
grandmother almost in a whisper
teaching her grandchildren their
prayers.

My daughter, Li Baochun, was 
15 years of age when she found out
that I was a Catholic. At no level of
our family life was there any talk 
about religious faith. She grew up in
an environment that at every level
emphasised that there is no God - at
school explicitly so and at home by 
not mentioning the matter. She

subsequently became a Catholic in her
late 20s. In our family tradition, she
also became an engineer.

My husband and I are now retired but
we know that people in the workplace
generally see us believers as a little
odd. Our daughter continues to verify
this ongoing prejudice against
religious belief among most of our
people. 

However, there are signs of
questioning the totally materialistic
approach that has come to imbue our
society. Recently our daughter worked
on the construction of a building for
an art museum and she was chatting

with a fellow engineer who
commented, as he looked around at
the art work, that maybe we do need
something that stirs our spiritual
nature, especially when we get to 50
years of age. She agreed with him and
he asked her whether she had a faith,
to which she replied that she was a
Catholic and later gave him some
literature on the Catholic faith,
without pressing him to go to 
the church.

While there has been much resistance
to and persecution of my Catholic
faith I am proud to say that there are
now four generations of women in my
family who are Catholic and still alive.

My 90 year old mother is the first and
lives about 700kms away near Beijing.
My 10 year old granddaughter Qiqi
who lives with us in Wuhan is the
fourth generation. In view of the
history we have lived through, this
living faith is precious to us.

Jia Xiuqin lives in Wuhan, China.

The only sign of religious
practice in those times was a
family praying quietly at home
at night or a grandmother
almost in a whisper teaching
her grandchildren their
prayers.  

We cannot take our earthly possessions with us, but we can so dispose of them that our good 
works will continue after we are gone. 
A bequest to help missionaries bring God’s saving message to non-Christians is a practical way 
of showing our love for Christ. 
Why not speak to your lawyer about it? 
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olumban Fr Patrick McInerney 
has been appointed Director 

of the Columban Mission Institute 
at Strathfield, NSW. He takes over
from Columban Fr Reg Howard, who
has been the Director for the past 
five years. 

Besides the regular tasks of leadership,
among his many achievements, Fr Reg
oversaw the extension of the lease at
the Australian Catholic University, the
refurbishment of the offices, a review
of the works and structures and
strategic planning for the Institute and
for each of its Centres. He will
continue as a staff member of the
Institute and as Coordinator of the
Columbans in NSW.  

Fr Patrick brings to this new role his
experience of the Columban Mission
Institute over the past nearly 10 years,
including two years as Deputy Director.
He has been a staff member of the
Centre for Christian-Muslim Studies for

nearly 10 years and led it for the last
two. He also coordinates the Centre
for Mission Studies which offers
courses at the Catholic Institute of
Sydney and the Broken Bay Institute. 

Fr Patrick contributes to other
organizations and gives talks to 
a variety of audiences on Mission,
Islam and Christian-Muslim Relations.
He was previously assigned to Pakistan
for over 20 years, the last seven of
which he was Coordinator of the
Pakistan Mission Unit. 

Anne Lanyon is the new Deputy
Director of the Columban Mission
Institute. She also brings experience 
to the role, having been part of the
Institute for many years, including
coordinating the Centre for Peace,
Ecology and Justice for the last 
eight years.  

The new member of the Executive
Council and the newest member of

the Institute staff is Columban Fr Brian
Vale who had previously worked in
Japan. More recently he was Superior
of the Columbans in New Zealand. For
the past two years he has been part of
the Centre for Christian-Muslim
Relations, as well as being a staff
member for the Cross Cultural Course
at Baulkham Hills.  

Together these three will lead the 
staff of the Columban Mission Institute
in bringing “the lived experience of
mission in other countries to the
Australian Church and the wider
community.”

Fr Patrick McInerney SSC is the
Director of Columban Mission
Institute, Co-ordinator of the Centre
for Christian-Muslim Relations and
Columban Vocations Advisor in
Strathfield, NSW.

Fr Patrick was previously assigned to
Pakistan for over 20 years, the last
seven of which he was Coordinator of
the Pakistan Mission Unit. 

Change at
the helm

The Columban Mission Institute
in Strathfield, NSW, has a new
leader. 
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The new Director Dr Patrick McInerney.
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AUSTRALIA

COLUMBAN MISSION INSTITUTE
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SUPPORT COLUMBAN
MISSION

Gift to Columban Mission

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED 

Please accept my: CREDIT CARD (Fill in details below) MONEY ORDER            CHEQUE

Please accept my VISA         MASTERCARD  

NAME ON CARD (PLEASE PRINT) EXPIRY DATE SIGNATURE

$

/

Please detach and send with donation �

Dear Father, Please accept this as a donation.NAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

EMAIL

ST COLUMBANS MISSION SOCIETY

St Columbans Mission Society   A.B.N. 17 686 524 625

Send to:  Fr Noel Connolly •  St Columbans Mission Society, PO Box 752, Niddrie Vic. 3042
or  Fr Michael Gormly •  St Columbans Mission Society, PO Box 30-017, Lower Hutt 5040, New Zealand
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Your kindness and support make it possible for Columbans to meet and 
minister to many people. Your "stringless" gift helps us to respond with 
flexibility to the most urgent needs of people.

Columban Fr Ray Scanlon attended the
ordination of our newest Columban
priest, Gregory Youngin Kim on February
26, this year in Seoul, Korea. Fr Ray had
been involved in Gregory’s formation as
a Columban in Chicago. Fr Gregory Kim
is the eighth Korean Columban to be
ordained and will take up an
appointment to Peru. We ask our
Columban benefactors to keep him in
their prayers. 

Online Donations: www.columban.org.au

Columban Ordination
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Donation to Columban Mission
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Ph: 9375 9475     TFE@columban.org.au  
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Online Subscriptions: www.columban.org.au

The Columban e-News is 

complimentary and published 

on a monthly basis.

Subscribe on our homepage: 

www.columban.org.au
(top right of screen)

Subscribe to our E-News
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